Dentofacial orthopeadics in pediatric dentistry
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Abstract

Human face is the direct message to anyone (s)he meets for the first time. Genetics and environment effects our face as it is mostly shaped during intrauterine life to adolescence. A pediatric dentist is one of the practioners who meets the wondering child in these referred early ages. During this first meeting, a detailed anamneses, extraoral and intraoral examination is regular while it should be also necessary to view parental face types regarding orthodontic and orthopeadic aspects. Besides, detecting dental caries, erosion, trauma and malocclussions; it is important to see parental face types regarding conditioning concluding to orthodontics. At this point a brief summary of oral habits would guide us to proper diagnosis with the aid of intraoral and extraoral examination. What is the message here?

Introduction

Human face is the direct message to anyone (s)he meets for the first time. This message has many counterparts such as sending images of question, surprise, fun, suspicion, anxiety, warm, beauty, etc. In the last century, media guided societies culturally through facial expressions. Actually these messages are influenced by genetics and environments as face is mostly shaped during intrauterine life to adolescence. Major ratios between face points such as eye, eyebrows, chin, lips, musculature, nose, forehead, hairy shin, ears constitute the early signals of this message. A pediatric dentist is one of the practioners who meets the wondering child in these referred early ages. During this first meeting, a detailed anamneses, extraoral and intraoral examination is regular while it should be also necessary to view parental face types regarding orthodontic and orthopeadic aspects. Besides, detecting dental caries, erosion, trauma and malocclusions; it is important to see dentofacial conditioning concluding to orthodontics. At this point a brief summary of oral habits would guide us to proper diagnosis with the aid of intraoral and extraoral examination. What is the message here?

Besides genetic background, deleterious habits such as duration of breastfeeding, bottle feeding, finger sucking or an object should be noted. Parents would also guide us regarding breathing from nose or mouth, impaired nasal breathing, otorhinolarengal health issues, allergies, asthma, upper respiratory system diseases and atypical swallowing. It must be noted that these clinical parameters are considered to be important factors in the etiology of malocclusion [1-3]. Sometimes parents inform us regarding child’s doctor and medicaments, if (s)he drools on a pillow at night, sucks finger, pacifier or an object, breathes from mouth while sleeping or watching TV. However it should be noted that parents may not observe this pathological condition as they are used it to for a long time. Nor one of the parents is also has the same facial appearance as they feel its something related to proud, luck or feel of being familiar. At this point Profit et al. [4] states the importance of genetic compound on facial features such as the tilt of the nose, the shape of the jaw, the formation of the lips, and the look of the smile. The authors also added that certain types of malocclussions also run in families. The classic “adenoid facies” characterized by narrow width dimension, protruding teeth and lips separatated at rest, has often been attributed to mouth breathing. Within exceptions of exercise, and physiologic mouth breathing, obstructed nose breathing is hard and this resistance ton asal breathing switches the child to partial mouth breathing. This kind of long duration respiration may guide the child to posture and soft tissue change. Tourne and Schweiger [5] stated that nasal obstruction guides humans to 5 degrees change in craniovertebral angle. By this way jaws move a part, as much by elevation of the maxilla and depression of the mandible [4]. Most of these children has long buccal corridors, short philtrum, and stiff musculature of orbicularis oris. (Figure 1) However in some cases this pathological extraoral view may not guarantee a malocclusion while soft tissue may hide malocclussions in many cases. In a recent clinical study children who were mouth breathers demonstrated considerable backward and downward rotation of the mandible, increased overjet, increase in the mandible plane angle, a higher palatal plane, and narrowing of both upper and lower arches at the level of canines and first molars compared to the nasal breathers group. The prevalence of a posterior cross bite was significantly more frequent in the mouth breathers group than nose breathers Abnormal lip-to-tongue anterior oral seal was significantly more frequent in the mouth breathers group than in the nose breathers group [6]. Vice versa Cazzolla et al. [7] stated that habitual snoring and obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome (OSAS) are significant problems for children and may be associated with diurnal symptoms. The authors also concluded that the presence of malocclusion increases the likelihood of sleep-related breathing disturbances such as obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome. Apnoea is a breathing disorder with the absence of airflow at the nose or mouth where children may present adenotonsillar hypertrophy, neuromuscular disorders and craniofacial anomalies.
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The most common treatment for in childhood is adenotonsillectomy. Therefore, in cases of related dentofacial corrections, it is also obvious to send the child patient to a otorhinolarengioist for a consultation. However it should be noted that most of these cases would be followed or operated regarding otorhinolarengeal pathologies while the laziness of these musculature and not having usage of nose guides the face into a very special dentofacial anomaly including a bruise like colour under eyes (Figure 2). A pediatric dentist may detect and note this kind of breathing mode through different ways.

**Control of air passage**

Farčnik and Rudel et al. [8], introduced an airflow instrument that registers the difference in airflow temperature through the mouth or nose in subjects with an incompetent lip seal, thus distinguishing mouth breathing from an incompetent lip seal. By this way functional malocclusion traits would be registered during clinical examination and the mode of breathing determined with (Figure 3).

**Determination of oral habits**

Human infants characteristically suck in two different ways, depending on whether sucking is nutritive or nonnutritive [9-10]. Non-nutritive sucking is organized as a series of bursts separated by brief pauses [10-12], whereas nutritive sucking is almost continuous and occurs at a slower pace. It has been suggested that nutritive and non-nutritive sucking involves two functionally distinct motor patterns with presumably different central nervous control mechanisms [12].

Larsson et al. [13] suggested an explanation for the significant differences in the prevalence and duration of breast-feeding between today’s rearing of babies and the situation among our ancestors. The author stated: “The infant has a sucking instinct that varies in degree among individuals, but is usually powerful. After the child’s first cereal or mother’s milk, a surplus sucking urge often remains. The extent of this surplus is dependent on the extent of the original urge, on how much of it has been spent on the original urge, and on how much of it has been spent on the intake of nourishment. The surplus sucking urge may be either frustrated or re-channelled. For the child, the most attractive method (and probably the most original) is unrestricted, sometimes non-nutritive sucking. If this possibility is not available, the child must choose between digit and pacifier-sucking to obtain satisfaction. If the surplus sucking urge is not so strong, it can probably be diverted and the child can find satisfaction through physical closeness and cuddling/stimulation.” The way babies and young children are reared is important to their health and development. Extensive breast-feeding has also been shown to reduce the development of artificial sucking habits like digit or pacifier-sucking. In a recent study done by Caglar et al. [14], authors pointed out considerable differences in feeding, as well as artificial sucking habits, in Europe, Asia, North and South America at different periods. The prevalence of breast-feeding and bottle-feeding were very high all around the world. Regarding study populations results, except for American children, the prevalence of
digit-sucking was relatively low. Pacifier-sucking is fairly popular in most areas, with the exception of Japanese children examined.

It should be noted that finger sucking might have been less openly and been difficult to observe (Figure 4). It is because sometimes the attitude of parents to this habit is remarkably negative and should not be stated to somebody else [15].

An understanding of muscular actions during sucking a pacifier or a bottle is necessary for obtaining information on the effectiveness of this particular sucking habit, muscular exercise in the growth and functional development of the stomatognathic system, and possible future implications regarding articulation of speech, swallowing, respiration, and dental occlusion. Continuous pressures of the lips, tongue and muscularis mentalis can alter the normal position of the teeth. This is particularly true, for the forces that act during mastication and speech, as well as the forces exerted by the muscles at rest. However, one should note the importance of timing and duration of the habit. Children younger than 5 yrs old and in primary dentition produce malocclusions that would be fading away, while children older than 5 yrs old and in mixed dentition are prone to more dentofacial problems [15]. Children who engages in nonnutritive sucking habits more than 6 hrs a day, produces significant malocclusions.

It is widely known that there is a relationship between malocclusions and surrounding muscles. It is also questionable sucking, malocclusions, genetics and muscle forces confer each other expressing the result of chicken-egg, egg-chicken.

At this point, evaluation of muscle forces is an important parameter to understand our facial pattern. EMG was a pioneers device used to better understand the physiology of the perioral musculature since 1960s [16-17]. Recently Lindner and Hellsing et al. [18] studied the sucking pattern and intra-oral negative air pressure simultaneously with the cheek/lip pressure in children aged between 6 and 11 years when sucking a pacifier. The authors stated that during pacifier sucking the mean cheek/lip pressure was 3.4 times higher against the canine compared to the second molar. According to authors, the circumoral muscles were especially active during pacifier sucking, in addition to the cheek pressure in the canine region. As the pressures were higher against the canines than the molars, their results help to explain why the primary canines are often the first teeth noted to be in crossbite in children with sucking habits [18]. In another study, the function and the level of activity of the orbicularis oris and of the mentalis muscles were verified by an EMG in resting position and in the movements of sucking a pacifier, and carried out in children aged 8-12 years, divided into three groups: one with normal occlusion, and two with Class II division I, with atypical swallowing and/or incompetent lips, who had received no orthodontic treatment. All children presented greater activity of the orbicularis oris over the mentalis while sucking a pacifier [19]. Recently, in his clinical study, Ahlgren et al. [20] used EMG to study the facial muscles used in sucking. The results of this EMG study, children who had previously exhibited pacifier sucking clearly showed the strong involvement of the orbicularis oris and mentalis muscles. However it is inaccurate to evaluate the physiology of oral musculature network with EMG solely today.

No doubt an increase in lip and cheek activity occurs, particularly during pacifier sucking, but the constricted maxillary arch may also be explained by the negative pressure created within the mouth, which forces the cheek against the dental arch. These factors along with the low tongue position during sucking alter the soft tissue balance between tongue and cheek pressures against the upper dental arch (Figure 5a,b). A current study demonstrates that in about half of premature babies the mandible does move forward when they are sucking on a pacifier, probably involving perioral musculature [21].

Regarding concerns above design developments in pacifiers included the provision for different shaped teats (nipples) some of which, the so-called “orthodontic” or “anatomical shapes” were claimed to mimic the mother’s breast and/or reduce the risk of malocclusions. Perhaps the first description of a so-called “orthodontic” pacifier was by Meach in 1962 [22]. A recommendation was made to avoid causing an anterior open bite, to help maintain adequate maxillary arch width, and to decreases the possibility of causing other oral habits, such as tongue-thrust. Later in 1974, Rutrick et al. [23] gave a slightly more detailed description of the use of a so-called orthodontic pacifier to correct a posterior crossbite in a child who had been using a traditional pacifier. Today there are also remarks to find solutions to develop the best adapted novel dummies which prevents formation of malocclusions or dental caries however evidence based studies are further needed [24,25].

It is important to have a consultation with an orthodontist for the long journey of foreseen orthodontic treatment. However it should be also emphasized that even a successful orthodontic treatment may not solve the problem of mouth breathing and the unwanted facial expression. Therefore our aim of pre-orthodontics is to treat malocclusions while additionally secure the closure of lips, usage of nose breathing way, a normal swallowing pattern and diselimination of delitious habits. If cause is not foreseen like an upperway infection or adenoiitis (Figure 6).

Harari et al. [6] determined the effect of mouth breathing during childhood on craniofacial and dentofacial development compared to nasal breathing in malocclusion patients treated in the orthodontic clinic. The authors stated that the naso-respiratory obstruction with mouth breathing during critical growth periods in children has a higher tendency for clockwise rotation of the growing mandible, with a disproportionate increase in anterior lower vertical face height and decreased posterior facial height.

The present field of research can not be directly evaluated in an evidence based manner. The present study soley interests in the philosphy of examination and diagnosis of children regarding dentofacial orthopaedics. Regarding treatment of dentofacial pathologies, different ecoles, associations may interfere different ways of treatment protocols. American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry presents guidelines regarding developing dentition and oral habits while dentofacial orthopaedics in children is underlined [26]. European Academy of Paediatric Dentistry recognizes the importance

Figure 4. A thumb with keratosis due to prolonged digit-sucking
of subject with publishing many papers however there are currently no guidelines. Cochrane data base finds weak evidence of correction of dental malocclusions with pre-orthodontic appliances while notes the importance of randomised controlled trials to elucidate the interventions. [27]. Furthermore, there is also no sufficient evidence to state that oral appliances or functional orthopaedic appliances are effective in the treatment of OSAS in children. It is also noted that oral appliances or functional orthopaedic appliances may be helpful in the treatment of children with craniofacial anomalies.

In conclusion, while examining a child patient, the practitioner should interfere with how the child’s face looks, evaluate the proportions of the face, further check if there are any malocclusions, receive a good anamnesis of nasal and oral habits. It is also the practitioner’s main goal to guide the child patient to a related consultation with the team mates of otolaryngologists, pediatrians, pediatric dentists, orthodontists, aesthetic surgeons and speech therapists.
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